Fatal attraction: A case of multiple magnet ingestion in an infant
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Abstract

Background: Foreign body ingestion is common amongst young children, and they tend to pass spontaneously in most. Multiple magnet ingestion, though not very common, requires early intervention to avoid serious complications.

Case presentation: A 1-year-old infant was brought to us with symptoms of bilious vomiting and abdominal pain. A plain abdominal x-ray revealed presence of multiple radio opaque foreign bodies adherent to each other, lying in the small bowel. This raised the suspicion of accidental ingestion of multiple magnets, which was confirmed on detailed interrogation of the parents. An exploratory laparotomy revealed volvulus with pressure necrosis causing multiple perforations of the small bowel, for which a bowel resection with anastomosis and a loop ileostomy was performed, also all the magnetic beads were removed intact. The stoma was reversed after 4 weeks. At follow up the child has grown well with no residual complaints.

Conclusion: The importance of early detection and intervention in a case of multiple magnet ingestion in children should be emphasised amongst the parents of young children. Spread of awareness by the primary paediatricians would help in reducing the morbidity and mortality.
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Introduction

Foreign body ingestion is common amongst children, and less than 1% of them require surgical interventions [1]. Multiple magnet ingestion in children, may cause serious complications and must be recognized early by paediatricians. Neodymium magnets are more powerful than traditional ferrite magnets and if ingested, cause serious complications in children [2]. We detail the presentation and management of a 1-year-old infant, with ingestion of multiple neodymium magnets and propose a simple algorithm for management of similar cases in our daily practice.
bodies (neodymium magnets) arranged in a linear fashion with dilated small bowel loops, with no signs of free air in the abdomen (Figure 1a). On retrospective interrogation the parents revealed the history of consumption of small magnets by the infant, which was used for playing by the elder sibling.

The infant was prepared for an exploratory laparotomy in view of features suggestive of an intestinal obstruction, after obtaining consent from the parents. Intraoperatively, the proximal small bowel (jejunum and proximal ileum) appeared to be dilated, with 8 magnets (4 in each loop) adherent to adjacent bowel loops causing congestion secondary to a volvulus, due to entrapment of the bowel by the magnets (Figure 1b). The magnets appeared to be strongly adherent to each other, after the bowel involved was separated from each other two perforations were noted, i.e., 7 cm and 30 cm proximal to the ileocecal junction (Figure 1c). Only 8 magnets were extracted out, when an on-table fluoroscopy was performed the remaining 3 magnets were found in the 1st part of duodenum which were carefully milked out through the first perforation in the small bowel. The proximal perforation in the ileum was large, with extensive serosal tear which warranted resection and anastomosis, while the distal perforation was converted into a loop ileostomy due to its proximity to the ileocecal junction. A repeat fluoroscopy was performed on table to check for any residual magnets. All the 11 magnets were extracted out (Figure 1d).

The post-operative period was uneventful, oral feeds were started on post-operative day 3 which was progressed to full feeds by day 6. The infant was discharged from the hospital on post-operative day 7. The stoma reversal was performed 3 weeks later, which was also uneventful. The child at follow up has grown well with no residual abdominal complaints.

**Discussion**

Foreign body ingestion is a common paediatric problem; with majority been reported in those who are younger than 3 years of age [3]. Most foreign bodies ingested, pass out without any complications, however a history of possible magnet ingestion should be treated with more caution, especially amongst children. Traditional ferrite magnets are large and magnetically weak, and the earliest case report of bowel perforation following the ingestion of these ferrite magnet was from Japan in 1995 [4]. However, the new neodymium iron boron magnets have become smaller, stronger, more prevalent, causing severe damage to the gastrointestinal tract. Neodymium iron boron magnets are 10-20 times stronger than traditional ferrite magnets. Neodymium magnets were invented by General Motors and Sumitomo Special Metals in 1982, and are used in many toys and modern household products [2]. In 2002, McCormick et al reported 24 cases of neodymium magnets ingestion causing gastrointestinal complications [5]. Complications tend to occur when these magnets after ingestion attract different bowel loops, trapping them causing ischemia secondary to pressure necrosis leading to bowel necrosis, volvulus, perforation and sepsis [6,7]. This could have serious lifelong consequences, including bowel resections and thereby increasing the morbidity especially amongst children [8]. In 2006, the US Consumer Prod-
uct Safety Commission raised the recommended age for magnetic children’s toys from 3 years to 6 years due to increased incidence of ingestion of these magnets and to ensure children’s safety [9,10]. In a 2012 survey, members of the North American Society for Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition reported 480 cases of high-powered magnet ingestions in the previous 10 years, 204 of which were in the previous 12 months [11]. We at our institute have observed a similar trend of increase in the prevalence of such cases amongst children, and we feel that a ban on the sale of such type of toys may help in preventing future incidence of such cases.

Children usually present with symptoms such as vomiting, abdominal pain, and fever following ingestion of a foreign body [12]. The difficulty to obtain a precise history of magnet ingestion, which is common amongst the paediatric population, can lead to substantial delays in diagnosis and management. In our case the parents did not reveal any history of magnet ingestion initially, only on detecting a foreign body on imaging, the parents retrospectively revealed a history of multiple magnet ingestion. There are many guidelines and algorithms proposed in literature for the management of children with magnet ingestions, to avoid delay in their diagnosis and management especially by primary health care individuals [1,2,13]. We too have formulated an algorithm for the management of such cases of magnet ingestion which is simple, detailed, and self-explanatory (Figure 2). An accurate history, clinical features and an appropriate imaging are the most important, in the management of such children who have ingested magnets, be it single or multiple. If ingestion of a single magnet is suspected (either in stomach or beyond the stomach), then the child may be followed by serial imaging until the magnet is expelled out. Hypothetically, a single magnet especially the neodymium magnets may be attracted to other metallic objects which are either swallowed or in contact with the anterior abdominal wall. Thus, the parents are counselled to avoid clothing with metallic buttons or buckles for the children. If ingestion of multiple magnets is suspected (either in the stomach or beyond the stomach), then the management is more complicated. If the child is symptomatic or asymptomatic and on serial imaging the magnets appear to be bound together, it can be inferred that they are anchoring to each other through the bowel wall, and a perforation is likely to occur. If in the stomach, a trial with endoscopy or a catheter with magnetic tip for retrieving the magnet can be attempted, but if failed the child would require surgical intervention [14,15]. If passed distal to pylorus, prompt surgical intervention is required before a complication develops. In our case as the infant was symptomatic with abdominal pain and vomiting with the magnets been multiple, we considered surgical exploration to avoid further complications. If early intervention is considered extensive bowel resections due to bowel necrosis and dangers of sepsis can be avoided.

**Conclusion**

Primary prevention is the best way to avoid morbidity associated with multiple magnet ingestion in children, and warning labels on magnet-based products have been insufficient in avoiding such cases-scenarios. This case illustrates the dangers of multiple neodymium magnet ingestion, and the need for an early surgical intervention based on a simple management algorithm to prevent morbidity.
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